The Australasian Association for Digital Humanities Incorporated (the Association) was formed in March 2011 to strengthen the digital humanities research community in Australia and New Zealand and is a member of the international Alliance of Digital Humanities Organisations (ADHO). The professional association acts to support and extend links between digital humanities researchers, improve professional development opportunities, and provide international leverage for local projects and initiatives. The Association organises the Digital Humanities Australasia conference every two years and provides a range of other opportunities for fostering understanding of digital technologies in the humanities.

The Australasian Association for Digital Humanities (the Association) endorses the submission made by the Australian Academy of the Humanities (the Academy) on the National Research Infrastructure Capability Issues Paper.

The Association would like to convey the following to the submission reviewers:

- The Academy has had input for their submission from the President, Vice-President, and Communications Manager of the Association.
- The Academy has had input from representatives responsible for research infrastructure within the Australian digital humanities research community.
- The Academy has also played a critical liaison role with cultural collecting community on behalf of the Australian humanities research community.

The Association provides no response to the questions outlined in the Issues Paper.

Any formal communication associated with the Academy’s submission relating to Australia’s digital humanities research infrastructure needs are to be directed to the Executive Director, of the Academy.